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Let us go deeper to understand the principles of creating
any kind of Hough Transforms…..
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Conclusions on GHT
•Standard Techniques allow for
invariance to scale and rotation in the
plane
•In general, objects in the real world
are 3-dimensional
•Hence a single silhuette provides no
invariance to pose (i.e. rotation out of
the plane).
•No pose estimation.
•Roll on the SNHT….!





• A technique for computing the 3-D
position of a surface having a
specific pose

•A technique for computing the 3-D3-D
position and orientation (pose)position and orientation (pose)
of a surface with respect to the
pose of a prototypical exemplar of
that surface

•Hence a technique for directly
registering two similar surfacessimilar surfaces
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Conclusions and Research DirectionsConclusions and Research DirectionsConclusions and Research DirectionsConclusions and Research DirectionsConclusions and Research DirectionsConclusions and Research DirectionsConclusions and Research DirectionsConclusions and Research Directions
••Technique for registration ofTechnique for registration ofTechnique for registration ofTechnique for registration ofTechnique for registration ofTechnique for registration ofTechnique for registration ofTechnique for registration of
surfacessurfacessurfacessurfacessurfacessurfacessurfacessurfaces
••Invariant to size and orientation inInvariant to size and orientation inInvariant to size and orientation inInvariant to size and orientation inInvariant to size and orientation inInvariant to size and orientation inInvariant to size and orientation inInvariant to size and orientation in
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••Can be extended to localization inCan be extended to localization inCan be extended to localization inCan be extended to localization inCan be extended to localization inCan be extended to localization inCan be extended to localization inCan be extended to localization in
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••ImplementationImplementationImplementationImplementationImplementationImplementationImplementationImplementation
••Validation of simple surfacesValidation of simple surfacesValidation of simple surfacesValidation of simple surfacesValidation of simple surfacesValidation of simple surfacesValidation of simple surfacesValidation of simple surfaces
••Face Database for testing ofFace Database for testing ofFace Database for testing ofFace Database for testing ofFace Database for testing ofFace Database for testing ofFace Database for testing ofFace Database for testing of
human head pose estimationhuman head pose estimationhuman head pose estimationhuman head pose estimationhuman head pose estimationhuman head pose estimationhuman head pose estimationhuman head pose estimation



Advantages:Advantages:

•Works for broken curves

•Uses gradient for speed and further noise
removal

•Robust to noise

•Can be extended to a General Hough
Transform

DisadvantagesDisadvantages
•Expensive when number of parameters is
large

•Gradient information can have errors



Gradient InformationGradient Information
•Edge gradient in image space can be used
in Hough Transform to reduce one dimension
in incrementing the accumulator array

•For line detection the gradient is @, and
so need only to vote for one cell (p,@)
where p is

•p = xi cos @ + yi sin @

•For circle detection the gradient is @,
and so need only to vote along a line
given by the equations

•a=x + r cos @,  b = y + r sin @
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